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Abstract—As consumers adopt new Internet-connected devices,
apps, and other software, they are often exposed to security and
privacy vulnerabilities that they likely do not have time, expertise, or incentive to evaluate themselves. Can professionals and
institutions help by evaluating the security and privacy of these
products on behalf of consumers? As a first step, we interview
product reviewers about their work, specifically whether and how
they incorporate security and privacy. To inform our interview
design, we conduct content analysis on published product reviews
to identify security- or privacy-relevant content.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Many Internet-connected devices, apps, and other software
have significant security and privacy vulnerabilities that have
been exploited in the real world [1]–[4]. Emami-Naeini et al.
found that owners of connected devices report security and
privacy concerns with their current devices and a desire to
know more about security and privacy before future purchases,
but they also report difficulty in finding useful information [5].
We investigate how product reviewers provide information to
consumers, as they already commonly evaluate products on
other criteria, such as functionality and reliability, and their
reviews are often consulted by consumers deciding what to
purchase. Our definition of product reviews includes those
published by non-profit organizations (e.g., Consumer Reports), for-profit media companies (e.g., CNET), and YouTube
channels (e.g., Linus Tech Tips). Because we are interested in
shifting the burden of evaluating security and privacy from
ordinary users to professionals, we exclude customer reviews
such as those aggregated on Amazon.com.
II. A NALYZING THE C ONTENT OF P RODUCT R EVIEWS
To inform our interview design, we assembled a preliminary
dataset of 71 product reviews, focusing on three categories of
connected devices: smart locks, smart thermostats, and smart
doorbell cameras. For each category, we devised one search
string for list-style reviews and one for single-product reviews;
e.g., for thermostats, we used “best smart thermostats review”
and “Nest thermostat review.” We searched Google, Bing, and
YouTube with each string, and we downloaded the top five
relevant results. Nineteen results appeared on both Google and
Bing, for a total of 41 text reviews and 30 video reviews.
We are analyzing the security- and privacy-related content
of these product reviews through qualitative coding. We developed our initial codebook inductively while reading other
reviews of various Internet-connected devices, apps, and other
software. We also incorporated relevant concepts from the
Digital Standard [6], a framework developed to guide the

design and evaluation of products along consumer values.
Two researchers refined the codebook while collaboratively
coding 21 reviews from our dataset; they then coded 9 reviews
independently, reaching a Krippendorff’s α of 0.83, which
indicates good inter-rater reliability [7]. All remaining reviews
requiring coding or recoding have been divided between the
two researchers.
Our analysis compares different review styles, as well as
different product categories. We focus on two main research
questions:
1) What information relevant to security and privacy do
these product reviews include?
2) How do these product reviews describe the techniques
and tools used to evaluate security and privacy?
III. I NTERVIEWING P RODUCT R EVIEWERS
As we analyzed the content of published reviews, we
found that many questions arose that could not be answered
without information that was not published. Therefore, we are
conducting semi-structured interviews with product reviewers,
focusing on the following research questions:
1) To what extent do product reviewers currently evaluate
security and privacy? What are their reasons?
2) What criteria do they consider?
3) What techniques and tools do they use?
4) What challenges do they face in evaluating security and
privacy? What tools do they need to be more effective?
5) How do they communicate findings and judgments about
security and privacy to consumers?
We are recruiting through a mix of methods: direct emails to
individual product reviewers, word of mouth through industry
contacts, and snowball sampling. We will record, transcribe,
and code our conversations to facilitate qualitative analysis.
At the end of this project, we hope to inform the product
review industry of potential areas for improvement in providing useful security and privacy advice to consumers. We also
aim to recommend new tools and/or improvements to existing
tools for evaluating security and privacy, in order to enhance
usability and adoption among product reviewers. Finally, after
understanding incentives and workflows particular to product
reviewing, we hope to suggest research and development into
how other professionals and institutions might complement
product reviewers. We hope that this work will be just one
step toward a new paradigm in which experts work in tandem
to evaluate the security and privacy of Internet-connected
devices, apps, and other software on behalf of consumers.
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